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The tempering processes of the chromium steels (Cr-8% or 1396， C-0.696) were studied through 

X-ray diffraction method comparing with the tempering process of 1% plain carbon steel， and thes巴

and the other results of the magnetic analyses， hardness tests， corrosion proof tests， and differential 

thermal analyses， were considered synthetically. The conclusions obtained were as follows: (1) It is 

impossible te explain without any contradtction all the diffraction patterns in each stage of tempering 

process with the view that the carbide in each stage of the temp巴ringprocess is respectively s-

carbide， Fe3C or (Fe， Cr)3C and (Cr， Fe)7C3 alone・ (2)In the chromium steels after the tempering 

at 3000C for 20 hours， the diffraction line was recognized where the stro時四tdiffraction line (710) 

of X-carbide is due. And the reflection from the atomic plane (612) of x-carbide was also recog-

nized. (3) It may be hasty to assert the existence of x-carbide on the sole gronnd that there 

exists a diffraction line where (710) line and (612) line of x-carbide are du巴 butconsidering this 

along with the results in the previous reports， and especially in view of the fact that Curie point of 

X-carbide is recognizable at this stage of tempering process， the existence of x-carbide is nearly 

positive. (4) Essential diffraction lines， the existence of which wa百 conc1udedin the previous reports， 

were dinstinct1y recognized at the stage of the tempering process where they were expected. 

Introduction 

The author has studied the tempering process of chromium steels wi th the aid 

of X-ray diffractometer and has put forward the results in this report. It is 

needless to say that X-ray diffraction is an effective method of the researches on 

tempering process of steels. However， the X-ray diffraじtionlines of each carbide 

which matters much in the tempering process are feeble compared with those of 

the matrix. Moreover， what are regarded as the strong巴st cliffraction lines of each 

* A part of this research was presented at the Semiannual Conventions of Japan Institute of Metals， 
held 6 times between Apri1， 1958 and October， 1960. 
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carbide， viz. (101) lin邑 of ε四 carbide，(710) and (612) lines of ;c-carbide， (210) and 

(103) lines of Cr)sC， (202) and ) lines oI (Fe， CrhC3， and 80  on appear so 

close to the strongest diffraction lines of the matrix， viz. (101) and (110) lines of 

Martensite， (110) line ofα-Fe， (111) linεof r-Fe， etc. that it is difficult to know 

one from another. Consequently a usual m巴thod so far was to take up and study 

a single crystal of martensite(l) (2) and so forth. But in chromium steels， even after 

subzεrotreatment is don色， still som己呂mount of austenite is retained， as is well 

known， so in order to study the tempering process in the proper way "as h呂rdened

chromi um steel i tself" in which mart色nsiteand austenite乱reblended should be de旦lt

with as the object of study. Another method is to extract c呂rbidεsfrom th巴 temperecl

sample with the aid of the electrolytic method and examine the diffraction 

patterns; but this m己thod is still open to discussin， as was point巴dout in the 

first report (3)， and there are som巴 carbidehardto be drawn out by the elεctrolytic 

extraction method. (3) (4) X-ray diffractometer has pretty high s巴nsiti vi ty bec乱use

it can make巴ffectiveuse of reflected X-ray from the broad surface of the sample with 

the呂idof para-focussing method and of G. M. counter tube available; accordingly 

i t can be relied upon to det巴ct the c乱rbidereactions in the 

process of chromi um st問 ls.The primary object in this report is to follow up the 

formation and extinction of various carbides accompanying the tempering process 

through diffraction methodo 

MateriaIs and Procedure 

The chromium steels used in this investigation are the same with those in the 

first report， viz. R80C6 and R130C6 (with 896 and 13% chromium content， and O. ぢ

carbon content) ; the hardening condi tions 且re a1so the same with those in the 

first report. The plain carbon steel which w呂sused for the sake of comparison has 

such composition as is shown in thεtollowing list， and it was austenitizぽ1for 2 

hours at 10000C and to room temperatl.lre and then it was subzero回

treated inliql.lid司ir.

(Chemical Analysis of ROC10 Steel: wt 労)

C AI 

0013 

The experiments were made through the following two methods: (1) after the 

tempering for 20 hours at various temperature， it was measured at the room 

temperature; (2) th巴 sample was fixed in the apparatus for maintaining high 

temperature and was measur色dwhile it was being heated at the rate of 30C/min， 

The size of the s丘mpleused in the experiment (1) is 20 mmOx5 mm  and its X同 ray
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c1iffraction pattern was observed while the sample was being rotatecl. The size of 

the sample used in the experiment (2) is 25¥20x lmm3， anc1 in this cas巴 thetemper-

ature was measurecl with Pt-Rh thermo-couple percussion weldec1 to the sample. 

The X-ray diffractometer used in the experim巴ntsis D3-1-F typ巴 m乱cleby ‘Rigaku目

Denki' 1nc. : the heating treatments higher than the room temperature were a11 

carried on in vacuum. Iclentifications of the cliffraction lines wεre clone wi th the 

aicl of Diffraction C旦rdsby A. S. T. M.. and Handbook by Pe訂 son.(5) 

Results and Discussion 

Plαin cαrbon steel 

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 indicate a part of X-ray diffraction patterns continuously 

r巴corcleclof ROC10 steel while being heated at the r旦te of 30C/min. The X-ray 

used was Co-Kαracliation filtered with Fe， and the conditions of the experiment 

旦reas follows: acceleration voltage is 30 KVP; beam current 12 mA; count full 

scale 1600 c/s; divergency 2.50; receiving slit 0.2mm. The amplitucle of scanning 

was 50 or 60 comprising the main cliffraction lines of rnartensite ancl various ex四

P巴ctedcarbides: scanning speed was 20/min. 

As the sample was poly-crystal it was impossible to completely resolve the 

main cliffraction line of martensite; viz. (101) line from (110). But it was possible 

to cliscern ancl identify them clearly， as is shown on the top line of Fig. 1. The 

arrow marks in the cliagram， h1 and h2 clenote th巴 positionsof (101) line and (110) 

line respectively of the m乱rtenites of 1タ'6C steel calcul且tedaccording to the reports 

by Werner et al (2). At tempering temperature 720C a n巴w peak 11 wa5 born between 

h1 and h2・Atthe first stage of the tempering the martensite super-saturated wi th 

carbon is clecomposecl into ト carbicleand low carbon less tetragonal 111旦rtensite，as 

is generally known. Let us take 11 the (101) line of less tetragonal rnartensite 

tentatively and calculate the amount of the carbon content according to the 

equations by Werner et al， and the answ巴r0.3労 wasworked out which coincided 

with the value clenotecl in the reports published up to clats: 12 is the position of(110) 

line of martensite with 0.3タt)C content， but it was clifficult to be detected. But it 

must be affirmed that the carbon content of less tetragonal martensite was 0.3労.

When the tempering tempεrature was raised to 1300C the s己veralpeaks were 

nearly unifiecl into one， which clenotes that Mh' martensite as harclened (196 C)， 

decreases and Ml' low carbon martensite (0.3タ'6C)， which is the product by decom-

position of M，，> increases. ]udging from the diffraction pattern， it can be surmised 

that approximately equival巴ntamounts of Mh and M1 exist at this tempering stage. 

When the tempring temperature w呂srais巴d still higher， the shape of this peal王

became sharper gradually and shiftecl to th己 sidεof larger diffraction angle in 

proportion to the rise of the temperature. This shows that Mh graclually clecr巴ases

ancl M1 gradually increases. 
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As Refrigerated 
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With X-Ray Diffractometer 
Target， Co 
Filter， Fe 
V oltage， 30 KVP 
Current， 12 mA 
Count Full Scale， 1600 cJs 
Divergency， 2~会 O

Receiving Slit， O.2mm 
Heating Velocity， 30CJmin 
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Fig. 1 Continuous Tempering X-Ray Diffraction Pattern 

of LO%C Steel 

At the tempering temperature 562oC this peal王becamea single， sharp one， which 

denotes the formation of cubicα-Fe. At the tempering temperature 1660C another 

new diffraction line came out， which was denoted with e in the diagram. This 

diffraction line grows together wi th the rise of the t巴mpering temperature and 

exists positively up to 2750C， but again it disappesrs completely 旦tthe tempering 

higher than 350oC. In the case of plain carbon steel， retained austenite rR乱ndξ 圃
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Fig. 2 Continl1ol1S Tempering X-Ray Diffraction Pattern 

of 1.096C Steei 
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carbide are considered as the factors producing the diffraction lin巴 at this po岨

sition. However， taking consideration of the fact that e line did not exist at the 

low tempering temp巴rature，it is clear that this is not (111) line of rR' Consequ巴nt-

ly i t can be asserted tha t εline is (101) line of ト carbide. This point of view is 

consistent wi th the results of the other r巴searches published so far and of our 

prevlOus reports. 

When the carbon steel was tempered with continuous heating， the magn巴tic

analysis showed that the decomposition temperature of ε聞 carbied is around 3850C 

as was described in the first report (3). But in the resu1ts through X司 raydiffraction 
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method， the diffraction line of εーcarbide disappeared at the temperature 350oC. 

These trifle differences can be explained by the following consideration: as was 

pointed out in the first reportC3l， the m色thod of magnetic analysis is so sensi ti ve 

that even fine particles in the esrly period of precipitation and two問 dimensional

precipitation phase b巴foreit c丘nbe dected. In order to investigate the condition 

of the early stage of precipitation through X帥 raydiffraction method， such a method 

as sm旦Iトanglescattering method is indispensable; wide-angle gonismeter is insuト

ficient. The results of the previous reports show us that e -carbide ought to have 

be巴nprecipitated at the tempering lower than 150oC. In the present experiment，ε-

carbide was not detected through X-ray diffraction method until it had grown to 

some extent at the tempering higher than 150oC. This f旦ctproves that the above-

mentioned way of thinking is right. Consequently and conversely the same reason開

ing might be allowed about the disappearing stage of ε回 carbide. Moreover， the 

decomposition of ε-carbide gradu呂llyproceeds at the tempering higher than 3000C 

as was pointed out in the first report (的。 Thedecomposition of ε岨 carbideproceeds 

in considerable measure且tthe tempering t巴mperaturearound 3500C旦ndi ts crystal 

structure deforms so much that it cannot be detected the common X-ray dif咽

fraction method but presumably can up to a little later stage the magnetic 

an乱lysis.

Fig. 3 shows the the diffraction pattern of annealed ROCI0 steel， and its sharp 

peak F denotes (110) diffraction line of ct目 Fe. Furthermore， in this diffraction 

pattern there are smaller peaks， ()1， ()2， ()3 and ()o which partly overlaps the high-

angle side of F. What exist in乱nnealed1 % C steεl訂 ect-Fe and cementite Fe3C， 

and as a matter of fact， ()o， ()1， ()2 and ()3 denotεthe diffraction lines of (103)， 

(121)， and(211) atomic planes of Fe3C respectively" And within this diff日 ction

angle range (022) lin巴 of Fe3C ought to exist， but the interplanar spacing for 

(022) plane of Fe3C旦ndthat for (110) plane of ct問 Fe approximately coincide and 

besides， the intensity of (022) line of FegC is low so that it seems to be hidden 

behind the strong (111) line of α-Fe. 

In the diffraction pattern at the tempering temperature 5620C in Fig. 2 are th巴

above四 mentionedsmal1 peaks ()o， ()1， ()2 and ()3 discernible， which denotes the secu 
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With X-Ray Diffractometer 
Target， co 
Filter， Fe 
Voltage， 30 KVP 
Current， 12 mA 
Count Full Scale， 1600 c/s 
Divergency， 2%。
Receiving Slit， 0.2mm 

20 

Fig. 3 X-Ray Diffraction Pattern of 1.0%C Steel 

be detected by X-ray diffraction method. But it was after the tempering at 5000C 

that Fe3C was detected through magnetic analysis for the first time. Therefore it 

is next to impossible to explain the fact that there is no diffraction line of carbides 

within the wide temperature range between 3500C and 5000C with only e ・carbide

and Fe3C. The author found out the necessity of introducing another new phase 

named x factor by the author into this tempering temperature range after the 

magnetic analys巴s. This x factor .has the same Curie point with that of x-carbide. 

Wi thin this diffraction angle range tIle strongest diffraction lines of x-carbide， 

(710) and (612)， exist， but neither can be detected because they are within the 

strong influence of the doublets of martensite which still cover a pretty wide 

extent. Thus from only the resu1ts of the studies on the tempering process of steel 

with consecutive heating X-ray diffraction method， X factor on whose existence 

the author has insisted cannot be identfied with x刷 carbide c1early， but the view-

point that the carbides which exist in the tempering process are made up of only 

c-carbide and Fe3C must be denied. In order to explain without any inconsistency 
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the results of magnetic analyses， har・dnesstests， corrosion proof tests， differential 

thermal analyses， etc.， it seems more appropri旦teand valid to admit the existence 

of x~carbide and consider that its diffraction 1in巴sare hidden benind the doublets 

of martensite. 

C hromium sieel : 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the import呂ntparts of the X-ray diffraction patterns of 

R80C6 steel at room temperature after the tempering for 20 hours at various 

tempεratures and Fig園 6shows that of R130C6 steel at room temperature after the 

tempering for 20 hours at 700oC. The Xィ ay used in the experiment is Cト Kα

radiation filtered with V; acceleration voltage is 40 KVP; beam current 8mA; 

couut full sca1e 800 c/s; divergency 2.50 ; receiving slit 0.2mm. 

As is seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5， it is difficult and indistinct to record the 

doublets of martensite separately and distinguish Mh from M l • However， the gener同

al trend that the main peak of the diffraction pattern becomes gradually sharpεr 

and its position shifts to the high angle side c乱n be detected clearly. From this 

result only i t might be considered that the旦mountof C in martensite has gradually 

decreased but when this result is considered in comparison with the results of 

studies on plain carbon steel it seems more appropriate to conrider that the amount 

of Mh has gradually decreased and that of Ml gradually has increased. After the 
o 

tempering for 20 hours at 2500C the diffraction line corresponding with d=2.08 A 

appears newly. Seeing that this diffraction line did not exist at the low tempera開

ture i t is obvious that this is not (111) line of r R; judging this synthetically wi th 

the results in th己 previousreports(3)(岳)(6) of the author this can be considered to 

denote the strongest diffraction line (101) of ε-carbide. 

After the tempering at 3000C for 20 hours th巴 aforesaiddiffraction line disap-
o 

pεars and the diffr旦ctionline of d'=弓2.07A which is weaker than this appears. It 

is an important matter this coincides with one of the strongest diffraction lines of 

x..carbide， viz. Furthermore， when the main peak of diffraction pattern at 

each tempering臼 mperature st旦ge is compared with that at other stage， a general 

trend is that it becomes higher and sharpεr as the tempering proceeds， but so far 

as the peaks at 3000C and 3500C are concerned， the trend is reverse-that is， the 

main pesk at 3500C is lower than that at 300oC. This means that the main peak 

of X-r乱ydiffraction pattern after the tempering at 3000C for 20 hours has some帽

thing added other than martensite. Suppose the aforesaid diffraction line corr己圃
O 

sponding with d~弓2.07 A represented (710) line of x-carbide， it would be 
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Cr 
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800 c /s 
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Fig. 4 X-Ray Diffraction Pattern of 8タbCr-O.696CSteel with Diffractometr巴

The diffraction line of x-carbide could not b巴 detected except the strongest 

diffraction lines (710) and (612). It may be criticized as a hasty conclusion to af-

firm the existence of x-carbide with the bare fact that the two weak diffraction 

lines corresponding with the strong巴stdiffraction lines of x -carbide exist. It may 

be open to censure to assert the existence of x-carbide with the mere fact that 

there exists something having the sam巴 Curiepoint of x-carbide on the magnetic 

curve， as was shown in the previous report (3). However， it can be affirmed for 

certainty that in the high chromium steel tempered at 3000C there巴xistssomethi ng 
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at 3000C 
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Fig. 5 X-Ray Diffraction Pattern of 8%Cr-O.6%C Steel with Diffractometer 

which has magnetic transformation point corresponding with the Curie point of 

r帽 carbide and produces diffr旦ction 1i日es corresponding with X-ray diffr呂ction

patterns of x-carbide. And also the resu1ts of hardnεss tests， corrosion tests， differ-

ential thermal analys色s，etc. show that the existεnce of 呂nother phase must be 

admittεd in the intermediate process betweεnε-carbide and f} phase， in order to 

explain the tempering proc巴ssesof plain carbon steel and chromium steels. The 

author has so far called this phase x-factor. However， judging synthetically from 
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the abovト mention任 1results， it would be appropriate and valid to reason that this 

x -factor is x-c旦rbidε.The diffraction line of x-c丘rbid己 whichwas indiscernible in 

the tempering process of pl旦incarbon st日巴1could b色 discerned in that o:f chromi um 

steel; this seems to be clue to th巴 f乱ctthat chromium conclensecl in carlョideas is 

well-known and as a consequence the latticεconstant becam巴 larger.

Considered on the basis of certainty of the existence of x -carbicle in th巴temper-

ing process of chromium steels， the abov←mentioned inference of the existence 

of x姐 carbiclein the tempering process of plain carbon steel increases in its valiclity. 

After th巴 te111peringat 3500C for 20 hours， the main diHr旦ctionline of 111arten聞

site shows a slight clecrease in intensity ancl (710) line of x-carbicl巴 clisappears

but a more remarkable new cliffraction line app巴arsto the low-angle side of (710) 

line of x-c旦rbicle，ancl the 111ain diffraction line of martensite leaves a gentle trail 

to th己 high-angleside. The form色ris considerecl to be (210) line of (Fe， Cr)3C ancl the 

latter is clue to the ov巴rlappingof its (022) ancl (103) lines on the main diffraction 

(Cr， Fe)マc" (421) 

五70 680 

」ー斗一一L 」

Austenitizd for 2Hrs at 11500C 
Oil-quenched to Room Temperatl1re 
Refrigerated in Liquid Air 

Target， Cr 
Filter， V 
Voltage， 35 KVP 
Current， 9mA 
Count Full Scale， 400 cjs 

Divergency雪 2;10。
Receiving Slit， O.lmm 

L斗 20

Fig. 6 X-Ray Diffraction Pattern of 13%Cr-O.696C Steel with Diffractometer 

Tempered for 20Hrs at 7000C 
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line of martensite. The X-ray diffraction pattern of the sample tempered at 

4000C for 20 hours shows that e phase is retained m巴回目stablewithin this tempering 

range. 

After the temperings at 4500C for 20 hours and at 5000C for 20 hours， no other 

diffraction line could be discerned than the main diffraction line of martensite. 

The representative diffraction line (421) of the ultimately stable alloy carbide (Cr， 

F巴)7C3is extremely weak and is so close to (110) line of (f同 Fethat it is very diffト

cult to distinguish it; this can be se色nfrom Fig. 6 呂lso which shows the X-r丘y

diffraction pattern after the tempering at 7000C for 20 hours where this c且rbide

has fully grown up: it is probab1y due to this that no diffraction line attributed 

to carbide can be discerned in the diffraction patterns of the samples tempered at 

4500C and 500oC. 

COl1clusion 

The author studied the carbides which exist in the tempering processes of pl計n

carbon steel and chromium steels qualitatively through X~ray diffractometer and 

putting together these and the other results in the prεvious reports， obtained the 

following results : 

( 1) The reports up to the pres色ntthat the amount of carbon content of low 

carbon less tetragonal martensite formed in the 1st stage of the tempering of steels 

is 0，3% without r巴gardto the amount of carbon content in the matrix， werεreaf-

firmed. 

( 2 )羽Tithin the respecti ve tεmpering stage wh巴ree凶 carbide，Fe3C or (Fe， Cr)sC， 

and (Cr， Fe)7C3 are considered to exist， each representativ巴 maindiffraction line 

was confirmed. 

(3) The X四 raydiffraction line which can be considered 旦sreflection from 

(710) and (612) pl叩 esof x -carbide was detected at the int色rmediatestage between 

the range of e-carbide and that of e phase in the tempering process of chromium 

st巴els。

(4) lndeed it may be hasty to conclude that there is a range where x-carbide 

exists in the tempering process of chromium steels from the mere fact th呂ta couple 

of X回 ray diffraction lines c乱n be discerned. But it is extremely difficult to 

explain these X-ray diffraction patterns with the view that transition precipitate 

is composed of ト carbidealone. All the results in the previous reports show that 

there exists another phase different from these at the intermediate range between 

ト carbide and e phase句 Aboveall， the r巴sultsof magnetic analyses show that this 

new phase has a magnetic transformation point at the same temperature with the 

Curie point of x-carbide. 

Judging synthetically from all the results mentioned above it seems approxi-

mately certain that there exists x-carbide in the tempering process of chromium 

steels. 
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(5) In the consecutive heating tempering p1'oc巴ss of plain carbon steel， the 

diffraction 1ine of←ca1'bide could be discernecl distinct1y at 2570C ancl that of F巴3C

at 5620C， but no other diff1'action line than that of martensi t巴 wasr巴cognizeclbe由

tween 3500C and 500"C. It se巴ms approp1'iate to conside1' that though x-carbide 

exists in this 1'ange， its strongest diffraction line is hiclclen behincl th巴 cloubletsof 

msrtensi te. 
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